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Patented in 2006 and launched in 2008, BFM® has quickly become the industry standard for connectors. �Proudly manufactured in NZ, BFM® is used by plants across the world serviced from over 54 distributors globally. We would like to take the opportunity to thank our distributors, who have invited their customers and their support to BFM®. A testament, to the success of the BFM® fitting system, it is used in over 77 countries.As our customer base has expanded, BFM® has continued to add more innovative products to its catalog, with over 20 products. 
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It's no surprise then that the BFM® fitting system is used by so many reputable customers across the world, spanning industries from food and pharma to chemicals and minerals.







• Short lifespan so frequent 
replacements

• Lengthy installation process
• Significant downtime to 

replace & clean up after
• Larger inventory due to 

variation in sizes

• Poor sealing ability
• Product build-up between 

connector & pipe walls
• Frequent cleanups required

• Dust leakage is a serious 
explosion risk

• Dust in plant atmosphere 
unhealthy for staff

• Clamps and tools required for 
fitment risk workers hands
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Presentation Notes
Prior to the BFM® fitting system, plants relied on old clamped connectors ... common problems being faced by customers using traditional clamped style connectors  - broadly speaking, there were three main issues – let’s take a look at those:They’re inefficient – they have a short lifespan requiring multiple changeouts, lengthy installation process and fitment which requires significant downtime and sizing (particularly length) is not consistent meaning a larger inventory is needed.�They’re unhygienic – they have poor sealing ability and dust often leaks throughout the plant, product builds up between the connector and the pipe walls leading to bacterial growth�They’re unsafe – Dust leakage is a serious ATEX / explosion and staff health risk,  many clamps also require tools to replace connectors potentially risking injury to workers’ handsSo what was the answer? 
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The BFM® fitting.The BFM® fitting system comprises two steel spigots (or flanges) that are welded to your pipes and a snap-fit flexible connector that seats on the inside of the shaped portion of the two spigots, holding it securely in place. This unique internal, easy to install and leak-proof snap fit design, combined with strong, robust materials has made the BFM® fitting a game changer for bulk processing industries.�
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Simply put – it’s cleaner, safer and more efficient than old style clamped connectors, but let’s dive a little deeper into what we mean by that and look at these advantages in a bit more depth.
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Constant connector leakage doesn’t only raise plant hygiene and safety concerns, but valuable product can also be lost, reducing your potential profitability. �A 100% connector seal ensures that all of your valuable product stays inside your processes.�In manufacturing environments where a harmful product is being processed, using a BFM® fitting helps eliminate leaks to help keep your staff protected. 
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The BFM® fitting system ensures that your production areas are cleaner, saving you valuable time and money as well as providing a better working environment for your staff.A 100% seal on our products means that product and dust leakage are eliminated.�No product build-up ensures your product continuously flows without the chance for bacteria to develop. �Product does not lose any quality during the production process due to our high-quality food-grade polyurethane. 



• Snap fit installation means no tools required for standard 
BFM® fitting connector installation & removal

• For high-risk areas, special tool-release options
are available for added staff security, with user 
friendly design
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BFM® understands the risks entailed in a processing environment, implementing BFM® products reduces the risk for potential injury with our snap-band technology. No tools are required for our standard connector range with our snap-band technology as connectors are installed and replaced safely by hand.�Fewer risks when working at heights due to the ease of installation and changeover For higher risk areas (eg. above rotary valves or rotating knives) an additional safety option with our Tool Release versions: firmer bands mean a custom shaped TR tool is required for removal (customer can control access to the tool).Our Smiley Face tool offers an added level of safety as the uniquely shaped tool can only be used to remove the connector 
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Our BFM® snap-band technology ensures that if an explosion occurs, our connectors contain the explosion within the machinery, reducing the chance of a secondary explosion, helping keep your staff protected.BFM® connectors seal from the inside, pushing outward under pressure to seal even tighter.�Our products are ATEX Certified - IBExU tested as approved for use in all dust explosion hazardous areas*.Independent explosion testing shows our most popular connector, Seeflex 040E, withstands pressures over 60 kPa. *.Some length and material limitations do apply.

https://youtu.be/1PnXkNiIIP0?si=Y-uHCFVksjlCj-nP
https://youtu.be/1PnXkNiIIP0?si=Y-uHCFVksjlCj-nP
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BFM® fitting products have been independently tested and conform with the leading internationally recognized health and safety legislation.  BFM ® fitting is also thrilled to have passed the stringent verification processes of global manufacturing giants Nestlé, Unilever and Mondelēz to be approved throughout their plant network as fully certified products.
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With BFM® fitting products, installation and replacements can be completed in under 30 seconds. Our snap-band technology allows the connector to “snap-in” to the grooves of the spigot and provide a 100% seal. Easy installation allows for greater staff autonomy within the plant due to multiple staff members being able to install and replace connectors.�The connector will always be fitted in the correct position every time so no variation in length is possible - unlike manually cut connectors fitted with clamps.�Due to the ease of installation, plant downtime is heavily reduced which increases the overall plant efficiency. 

https://youtu.be/upMOlLKk8c0?si=ak4hXpAEsJ-BCJsv
https://youtu.be/upMOlLKk8c0?si=ak4hXpAEsJ-BCJsv
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We often get asked ‘How Long Do Flexible Connectors Last?’ and there isn't an easy answer. The quality of materials used, and the fastening system will make a significant difference to the life of a connector in most applications.  There are also many other important factors like heat, movement and abrasion.While no one can guarantee how long a flexible connector will last, by correctly installing a quality designed and manufactured product like BFM® fitting, you will have a more durable and effective flexible connector solution. BFM® fittings are made with high quality materials to ensure that your product stays flowing with no interruptions in your processing line. 

https://youtu.be/Uto5dagXnRc?si=1KKw6w5SvMtknmVy
https://youtu.be/Uto5dagXnRc?si=1KKw6w5SvMtknmVy
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Our product range is made with 10+ different materials so whatever you are processing, we will have a product that can handle it. Our high-quality materials has superior performance under positive and negative pressure compared to a hose-clamped connector. Connector lifespan is much longer than hose-clamped connectors leading which ultimately means long term savings. We’ve even had reports of connectors that have lasted more than 9 years – not great for our replacement sales…but good for the customer!
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BFM® fittings come in standard size increments which helps streamline your inventory control and improves supply chain sustainability. Traditional hose-clamped connectors have multiple sizes, fitting types & material safety conformity which makes stock monitoring complex. Some are even cut manually from rolls which means inconsistent sizes and fits when installed by varying operators.By standardizing your plant’s connectors with BFM® fittings can minimize your spares inventory and also ensure you have the perfect fit every time, no matter who replaces the connector.Due to the high-quality materials used in BFM® fittings, the connector lifespan is much longer than a hose-clamped connector providing long-term savings. 

https://youtu.be/Dwxg7Thbuos?si=8YQRiSgMoJIWlefz
https://youtu.be/Dwxg7Thbuos?si=8YQRiSgMoJIWlefz
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BFM® understands that every second of downtime is potential profit lost. Our products are substantially more durable than a traditional hose-clamped connector which means BFM ® keeps your products continuously flowing. A lot of downtime for bulk powder processing comes from dust leakage and for safety’s sake, dust needs to be cleaned up regularly – because our connectors seal from the inside, there is no leakage so downtime is drastically reduced for cleaning.Our most popular and widely used material range – Seeflex – is extremely strong and durable – it simply won’t tear or rip like other urethanes and silicone in particular. There are also no clamps involved to potentially cause damage to the connector itself – so our products last much longer and need replacing less often.The ease of BFM® product installation means that when you do require a replacement, 30 seconds is all it takes to get back up and running. The standardized lengths of our cuffed connectors mean there’s no variables in terms of fitment so it doesn’t matter who replaces a connector, it’s always going to be the right length and securely fitted in place – no manual adjusting is required
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We use only the highest quality materials to make our products and we’ve developed a range to suit virtually every application and process.
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Our standard spigots are available in Stainless Steel T304L and T316L , as well as C22 Hastelloy. They are available in a range of exact sizes, eliminating the imprecise nature of hose-clamp sleeve type connection widths and ensuring a perfect fit with the BFM® connector.Our new Lipped Spigot enables a BFM® fitting system to be incorporated into compatible quick connect modular tubing/piping systems. The spigot lip clamps in place with corresponding modular lip using quick-release clamp systems. 
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Seeflex 040E – Our most popular product by far – it’s a clear ether-based thermoplastic polyurethane alloy. It is very strong and flexible, so won't fracture as a result of constant flexing. �Seeflex 020E – A slightly lighter weight version of our 040E mainly used for weigh-scale type applications�Seeflex 040AS – This is a semi-transparent version of our 040E material that has an Anti-static infusion.  This gives it a surface resistivity of 108 which makes it even better at dissipating static build up than our standard 040ESeeflex 060ES – This is our specialist pressure resistant product that features an internal polyester scrim.  This helps stop the Seeflex material from stretching and makes it the perfect solution for overpressure applications
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Our Teflex range are made from PTFE and are ideal for harsh applications such as high or low temperatures and/or harsh chemicals..Teflex Woven - Pure woven PTFE and flexible for use on sifters or where a small amount of airflow is required�Teflex NP Black – is a pure PTFE multi-layer film and it contains a special carbon additive that makes it very good at dissipating electrostatic charge and is our best rated connector in terms of ATEX applications.Teflex NP Opaque – is also a pure PTFE multi-layer film but it doesn’t have the carbon additive of the Teflex NP Black so it is actually insulative and isn’t approved for ATEX applications, but it has the advantage of allowing product flow visibility.Due to the nature of the material lacking flexibility it’s only recommended that Teflex NP connectors are used with small amounts of vibration and definitely not recommended for use with more dramatic movement/oscillation.(Teflex NP Black can be used in all dust & gas explosion hazardous areas. Length limitations apply.)
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The Flexi range are all made using our popular ether based Seeflex polyurethane material and have a fully enclosed wire spiral for compressibilityStandard Flexi Connector – has a 2.6mm diameter 316 stainless steel wire coil and the coil section has a compression ratio of 3 to 1 – it is ideal for bag feeders, filling heads or bulk bag fillers.The Flexi Light – has a slightly thinner wall than the standard Flexi and the stainless steel wire coil is also a lighter gauge of 1.6mm which combine to make it even more flexible – Flexi Light is ideal for applications with some lateral movement (slow moving sifters and sliding type applications) – it has a slightly better compression ratio for the coiled section of 4 to 1.  It’s also good for weighing applications providing less resistance than our standard flexi.Flexi Earthed connector – is the same as our standard Flexi in construction but has the addition of terminal lugs added at each end for added ATEX security – these are attached directly to earthing cables which allows more direct earthing and are ideal for any application where there is a heightened explosion risk concern.
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Our breathable connectors are LM3, LM4 and our popular FM1 breather bagLM3 is a 100% woven polypropylene, and is ideal for low temperature environments where airflow is required.LM4 is a 100% woven polyester connector used in low and higher temperature environments (air permeability is very low for LM4 so there is limited airflow)FM1 is a100% polyester needle felt breather bag designed for breathing applications such as venting hoppers and other contained vessels. The BFM® breather may become required as the BFM® connectors create a 100% sealed system
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The BFM® blanking cap are used to prevent contamination during clean down or change-over and are also ideal for use as sight-glasses or inspection ports on sifters. They are pressure resistant too so won’t pop off like most silicon-type bungs do. They are made from our Seeflex 040E material and are available in our full diameter range, they’re all the same depth (30mm). Our Blanking bins can be used to prevent contamination by acting as rejection product collection bin. They can also be lined with plastic bags for easy disposal of reject product.
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The BFM® Bulk Bag Loader is a three-layered, inflatable filling head designed for fast easy bag filling and has no clamps of pinch points so is extremely safe for operators to use.�It snaps easily into a BFM® spigot welded to your outlet chute which provides a 100% seal so no product can escape during filling �It features a stainless-steel central core, fully encased in BFM®’s strong, flexible Seeflex urethane. �Comes complete with an external air fitting that is simply plugged into a standard 8mm pneumatic air-line to inflate the super strong and flexible outer layer. �A recent update – also now includes a built-in pressure relief valve to ensure it cannot be over-inflated.�Is available in 7 diameters from Ø150mm up to Ø450mm in 50mm increments and there is an option that can fit bulk bag neck sizes from Ø165mm up to Ø590mm

https://youtu.be/z65G8WA4UQo?si=ee-d7QDiux7n1NLi&t=2
https://youtu.be/z65G8WA4UQo?si=ee-d7QDiux7n1NLi&t=2
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Our covers are available in all our connector diameters and are very easy to install and remove with not tools required - simply slipped over the top of the connector and fastened to the outside of the spigot ridges using a simple butterfly nut mechanism.The flame retardant  BFM® Kevlar Cover is made from fits over existing connectors and is typically used in over pressure and potentially explosive applications to reduce the risk of fire spreading throughout the plant.  The Black Out cover is used in light-sensitive applications to cut out light. 
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Our Tool Release, or TR connectors, Have a firmer cuff and are virtually impossible to remove manually. Provides an added level of security for customers concerned about staff safety e.g. above rotary valves etc.  ‘Smiley-face’ option even more secure as prevents staff using 'make-shift' tools like screw-drivers to remove 'Tool Release' (TR) connectors..All connectors can be made as Tool Release (‘TR’) versions with a maximum diameter of 650mm.A 6mm hole (for standard TR) and a specially shaped ‘smiley face’ punched hole needs to be made in the spigot before a TR connector is installed. Most BFM® fitting connectors are available with support rings to help maintain the shape of the connector and keep the walls open for product flow, particularly when under vacuum or for longer lengths.Tapered connectors are ideal for use as a hopper (larger diameter at top), to avoid contact with connector walls (smaller diameter at top) or where installing two identical spigots is not possible
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Our Corner Connector 040E & 060ES is made from a clear ether-based thermoplastic polyurethane alloy with a tapered infeed end, 110º angled bend and straight drain output end. It is designed to redirect the clean-in-place (CIP) wash fluid flowing through your process ensuring that your equipment stays dry and your product is free from chemicals used to clean your process machinery. The Quick Access Port Option features a polyurethane thread port hole and a stainless steel screw-in plug that is inserted in the side wall of a standard BFM® Seeflex 040E or Seeflex 060ES connector. �It is designed to give easy, clean access to a product flow for actions such as metal detector drop-ball testing, product sampling or adding small volumes of ingredients during manufacturing.
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The BFM® Venting Surge Hopper is ideal for use an intermediary hopper above a rotary valve to prevent bridging of product and encourage flow. It is made with our Seeflex 040E material which gives visibility of product flow without having to open an inspection hatch. The partition allows powder to flow in on one side of the partition and displaced air to flow up and out the other. Our Venting Surge Hopper Spigot is designed with a custom outer flange and an internally welded, angled ‘weir’ plate designed to match the partition at the bottom (outlet) of the BFM® Venting Surge Hopper Connector. The 3mm thick weir plate is installed a 6°, 50mm offset from the centreline of the spigot. The weir plate extends 61mm above and 100mm below the top and bottom edge of the spigot body.

https://youtu.be/YFVHcV9zszg?si=4EsRfUgKOVTQ9Tl2
https://youtu.be/YFVHcV9zszg?si=4EsRfUgKOVTQ9Tl2
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Weighing bellows are commonly used in the food and pharmaceutical industries as the flexible transition between mixers, feeders, dosing equipment and other machinery where accurate weighing is required. Designed to minimise any resistance created by vibration on the weighing/load cells, they are commonly made from highly flexible, moulded silicone rubber which is often hard to fit accurately and very fragile, so tear easily.The new BFM® fitting Weighing Bellows provide the perfect solution, combining the easy snap-fit installation and seal of a BFM® fitting connector with the unparalleled strength and flexibility of our polyurethane-based Seeflex material.
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The weighing bellows come in two diameters – 100mm and 150mm – and one consistent height of 80mm.  �When you’re installing spigots for the weighing bellows, it’s important to install them at exactly 80mm apart and in vertical alignment to ensure optimum performance.

https://youtu.be/SGmBxADCi_U?si=bjI8t_Ps2YyAo_Rr
https://youtu.be/SGmBxADCi_U?si=bjI8t_Ps2YyAo_Rr
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Our products are used in manufacturing plants all over the world in a huge range of industries and applications and here we’ll just have a quick overview of some of these…
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Perfect hygiene is essential in the Food Industry. Production environments need to be kept sterile and the need for cleanliness when switching product runs is crucial. This can be particularly challenging for manufacturers running traditional hose clamp systems. The BFM® fitting has its roots in the dairy industry, and this remains one of our biggest sectors – in fact every one of the world’s top 10 dairy processing companies have BFM® fittings in their plants.….and virtually any food manufacturing process where bulk powders in particular are being transported.The hygiene, health and safety and efficiency advantages that BFM® fittings provide compared to clamped connectors are why 96% of the world’s top 20 food manufacturers use them in their factories around the world.Some people are surprised to learn that our products have also been used successfully used with slurries’- such as chicken processing.Chemical manufacturing environments face the constant challenge of remaining dust-free, particularly for safety concerns.Traditional hose clamp connectors are often difficult to fit, prone to leakage and time-consuming to replace. The effects of this are amplified when you are dealing with a chemical that is high-value or a potential risk to staff.On top of this, finding connectors that are both chemical resistant, and compliant with stringent international ATEX explosion standards is extremely difficult.Pharmaceutical production facilities are possibly the most highly regulated of all bulk manufacturers. Strict international GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) expectations mean all processes need to have impeccable quality controls in place.Compliance with hygiene standards, health and safety for staff and product, whilst minimising failure points and interruptions mean quality equipment must be used throughout the production process.The BFM® fitting system is recognized worldwide as the connector solution for reliable, safe, hygienic pharmaceutical processes – that’s why we’re used by 90% of the world’s biggest pharma companies.The abrasive, corrosive nature of many materials within the Mineral Industry makes for a challenging production environment, especially for the transitions between equipment.A flexible connector needs to be able to handle what is thrown at it in sometimes harsh operating conditions.Product aggregation, flexible connector blow-outs, tearing and leakage can all lead to increased downtime and loss of productivity.Finding a durable, safe and leak-free flexible connector system is extremely important when dealing with often valuable materials in the mineral industry.Our BFM® fitting flexible connectors are tough and durable, outlasting most others on the market even for challenging materials like those in the mineral industry
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Moving equipment like sieves, sifters, graders and the like are used in virtually every processing industry.The movement of the sieve or sifter requires a flexible connection between both the feed hopper and the output so the vibration isn't carried through the rest of the stationary equipment.And even with small amount of movement, maintaining a perfect seal is challenging for most flexible connectors.The movement of the sifter can easily loosen traditional clamp-and-hose type connections, causing tears and leaks and this is the most commonly seen problem - poor sealing around the flexible connector leading to a loss of product and serious hygiene issues. Our most popular product, Seeflex urethane, has a unique manufacturing process giving it superior wear strength compared to other products in the market.If a hole does occur, it doesn’t tear like silicone and other rubbers.This makes Seeflex connectors the product of choice for oscillating machinery. 

https://youtu.be/Zp0nddRHBvA?si=fb6M2A_mr4SZZvK4
https://youtu.be/Zp0nddRHBvA?si=fb6M2A_mr4SZZvK4
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Positive pressure is often present in bulk processing, and this is where the BFM® fitting system really excels and is far superior to standard clamped connectors.Here’s why: clamped connectors are prone to leaks and material build up under pressure – a BFM® fitting seals from the inside, meaning that any internal pressure will push the cuff of the connector harder against the walls of the spigot and create a tighter seal.  Here’s a really simple but effective visual demonstration of how the BFM® fitting seals better than clamped connectors.Our Seeflex material is extremely strong and flexible and can withstand extremely high rates of pressure with little effect.

https://youtu.be/hmIW8R4V0D4?si=6_MMvU952MDCv0jV
https://youtu.be/hmIW8R4V0D4?si=6_MMvU952MDCv0jV
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Negative pressure or vacuum in a process line will reduce the likelihood of product leaking out into the plant through the connector joins so it’s commonly used with powders.However, the ‘sucking’ action of the vacuum will tend to pull the walls of the connector inwards, causing creasing and stiffness with the potential for premature damage.If the connector is long and the vacuum is strong enough, it will also close up the aperture of the connector, restricting product flow. Unlike hose clamp connectors which suck in air under vacuum, BFM® connectors maintain an excellent seal and provide a clean solution.If the connector is not sealed 100%, air can be sucked inwards, reducing the vacuum pressure and therefore inhibiting effective product flow.To negate the effect of lengthy connectors, we offer additional stainless-steel or plastic support rings. These help keep the connector walls open and away from the product flow. 

https://youtu.be/bZmjkBWoK10?si=m1O2Zi3EhIpOQkVe
https://youtu.be/bZmjkBWoK10?si=m1O2Zi3EhIpOQkVe
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Because our connectors  don’t leak, they allow vacuum conveyance to operate under higher negative pressures, providing a more efficient throughput.This video was shot at Tyson Foods  - a major chicken processor in the USA who were able to increase their production throughput considerably once they had switched their whole production line to BFM® fitting.

https://youtu.be/XQsXsitkHVk?si=kF_PbhKoxsCraLXk
https://youtu.be/XQsXsitkHVk?si=kF_PbhKoxsCraLXk
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Metal detectors play an important role in any quality assurance applications and finding the right flexible connector to run your product through the detector is important.The BFM® fitting system provides excellent visibility of product flow and are easy to fold and feed through the metal detector - no rigid and cumbersome tubes.  This flexibility, coupled with the simple snap-fit installation, means BFM® connectors are also fast and easy to remove and replace from the metal detector for cleaning.  If you have vacuum in your system, BFM® connectors can of course be fitted with plastic anti-collapse rings (rather than stainless steel ones) to help keep the connector walls open without interfering with the metal detector operation.
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Metal detector testing needs to be done frequently for quality assurance - but having to remove your flexible connector each time can be a significant interruption to productionBy adding a Quick Access Port to the wall of your Seeflex 040E or 060ES connector, you can have fast, easy access to perform drop-testing without interrupting product flow or spilling product
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Any reputable manufacturer will need to ensure they are complying with global safety regulations, like ATEX & IECEx, when it comes to reducing their combustible dust explosion�risks. If you’re working with powders in particular, you’ll be familiar with the risk of secondary dust explosions and just how devastating they can be – like the infamous one at the Imperial Sugar Company in the USA in 2008 where 14 workers were killed and 38 injured.
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When choosing your flexible connectors to comply with these requirements, it is important to consider that there are both process and connector design and material factors involved.It's always advisable to keep your flexible connections as short as practically possible and to choose connectors made from a static-dissipative material. The simple reason for keeping connectors as short as possible is that the shorter the connector, the less surface area there is for static to build-up on.Static dissipative materials help alleviate any electrostatic build-up during normal operating and drain the charge in a predictable, controlled fashion, out through the grounded pipework.Many flexible connectors are made of materials in use in factories, like silicon and rubber which are insulative rather than dissipative, and these products are potentially dangerous options
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The short answer is no! Earthing cables should always be installed between the top and bottom sections of piping on any transition with flexible connections to complete the earthing circuit. �These are primarily designed to prevent any electrical potential differences between the two ends of the pipework.  This means in the event of a fault or earthing issue with your equipment, there won't be a spark or burst of electricity 'jumping' across your equipment and its flexible connections which could lead to an ignition or explosion.�Inside a flexible connection, electrostatic build-up still occurs even when it has earthing cables connecting the top and bottom pipe. �The constant charge being built up will naturally try to find the fastest route to earth via the nearest conductive material – the metal pipes.  This can see arcing or sparks occurring within the connector itself as the charge jumps to the nearest piece of metal in an uncontrolled fashion – to then make its way to earth via the grounding cables. �This is one of the main reasons you should consider static dissipative materials for your flexible connectors.
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Even with static dissipative connector materials and grounding cables, some powders being processed are so combustible that, to comply with safety requirements like ATEX, any electrical equipment within a particular radius of a transition would need to be rated to that standard.  This is as a precaution in case there is a failure of a connector and dust escapes into the immediate environment, potentially setting the scene for a combustible dust explosion if a spark were to be created by that electrical equipment. ATEX-rated equipment can be substantially more expensive than standard versions simply because of the nature of the additional casing and sealing required to achieve this certification.An option to solve this issue is to install an additional outer BFM® fitting ‘layer’, effectively reducing the ATEX safety zone requirement to just be in between the two connectors.  If the inner connector was to fail for any reason, the outer connector would contain and prevent any dust from escaping into the rest of the factory until the inner connector can be replaced. This simple solution has saved a number of BFM® fitting customers thousands in electrical equipment costs as they weren’t required to install the high-end ATEX-rated equipment. 
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BFM®'s internal snap-fit design makes CIP a breeze.The tight seal, impervious media and ease of removal of the BFM® connector help to make cleaning and maintenance during clean in place (CIP) a breeze.Seeflex 040E has excellent abrasion and chemical resistance. The connector can be used during the CIP process and very easily removed for cleaning any residual chemicals.Although not specifically designed or certified for liquids, our Seeflex connectors are used extensively for CIP applications without leaks.

https://youtu.be/n_-Fycrsf5Q?si=XCZy-7z8NuP8YPeI
https://youtu.be/n_-Fycrsf5Q?si=XCZy-7z8NuP8YPeI
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Use the right concentration levels for cleaning chemicalsThe maximum concentration levels that should be used during a CIP for acid is 0.8% and for caustic it's 1.5%.  Any greater level does not provide an increased benefit in terms of cleaning the system, it is purely wasting chemicals. Excess levels will also adversely affect other parts in the system, such as seals and gaskets.We always recommend that the BFM® connector is removed and wiped clean after the CIP process to ensure no residual chemicals.  Whilst there is potential for CIP chemicals to get into the internal gap during CIP, the BFM® fitting is still far superior to any other type of connector in this situation. 
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Our Corner Connector is also an ideal solution for any new CIP installations – you can connect your CIP outlet to the drainpipe without the need for expensive steel-mounting swivel tundish.It simply snaps in and out of BFM® fitting spigots and allows a fast and simple CIP changeover.





Read full Case Study here.
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A global leader in the manufacture of home and personal care products was experiencing problems with heavy leakage on a sifter with a significant throw (35mm each side). The sifter was part of their detergent line and the silicon and cloth connectors they were using were fastened with hose clamps that constantly leaked and regularly tore off.They were losing a lot of production time to replace the torn connectors, and cleaning up the spilled product was an ongoing labour cost. Seeflex 040E connector was installed on the detergent line sifter.The result has been a 100% sealed connection with no leakage at all, despite the large sifter throw involved. The snap-fit installation of the distinctive blue-banded connectors makes it easy for staff to remove, clean and replace when required, without the need for any tools.Downtime has been dramatically reduced as there is no longer replacements or clean-up required, and the factory environment is much safer for staff.

https://www.bfmfitting.com/case-studies/dust-leakage-solved-on-sifter-for-detergent-manufacturer


Read full Case Study here.
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The canvas weigh hopper connectors at a leading British concrete products manufacturer absorbed moisture, making them prone to blockages.  This caused considerable lost productivity and poor weighing accuracy. To add to the problem,jubilee clips caused excessive dust leakage and made replacement extremely time consuming.By installing a polyurethane BFM® fitting, there is no longer an issue with down-time due to blockages and product is now free-flowing.�The general environment is much cleaner as there is no dust leakage from the connectors and weighing inaccuracy has been reduced.�The BFM® connectors are also outlasting their canvas predecessors by 10 times, and changing time for connectors is reduced from 20 minutes to 1 minute

https://www.bfmfitting.com/case-studies/downtime-fixed-on-concrete-weigh-hopper


Read full Case Study here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Global chemicals manufacturer AkzoNobel’s Elotex plant in Geleen, the Netherlands, but the construction additives produced at this plant involve fine, abrasive powders which were proving hard to contain. The hose-clamp seals did not perform well under pressure, and with 25 different fittings, manual error with installing the existing clamp & hose connectors to the incorrect length also added to the leakage problems. The resultant dust leakage posed a real explosion risk. After an initial trial BFM® fitting system was installed in the most challenging position on the sifter, there is no longer dust leaking into the plantThe elimination of dust in the environment has significantly reduced the risk of explosion. Replacement is also now fast and easy with no possibility of incorrect installation.The seal of the BFM® fitting was so superior that AkzoNobel are now replacing all 25 flexible connectors with BFM® fitting. 

https://www.bfmfitting.com/case-studies/explosion-risk-reduction-construction-additives


Read full Case Study here.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A global quality ingredients manufacturer (IFF – International Flavors and Fragrances) had a security screen sifter processing flour in a clean-room environment that required regular disassembly and reassembly during process shifts. The hose-clamp connections attaching both the sifter inlet and reject outlet were difficult and time consuming to position correctly. They also weren’t tightened properly by operators during the reassembly and the hose-clamps would come loose, causing product to leak out into the clean-room.  This was not only wasting valuable product but significant production downtime was being experienced for both clean-ups and re-fitting of the failed hose-clamps.Both the inlet and reject outlet have been upgraded to a BFM® fitting system and now the security screen can be disassembled and reassembled frequently without production downtime to allow for operators to re-attach the time-consuming hose-clips. There is also no risk of the connections being installed incorrectly.The added bonus of zero product leakage means the clean- room environment is easy to maintain The overall process system hygiene is also improved as there are no crevices for product build-up.

https://www.bfmfitting.com/case-studies/less-downtime-easy-clean-room-hygiene-ingredients






Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Measuring movement with a laser pointer is the most accurate way.�Attach a laser pointer to the moving sifter (via magnet is the easiest!) and then point it to the floor where you can lay out a ruler.  It pays to video the ruler for accurate measuring in slow motion.�Always record at start up and shut down as well as during operation as movement at these times can vary.

https://youtu.be/WwupP9phPBs?si=yu9V5EyJzUh5xDJ_
https://youtu.be/WwupP9phPBs?si=yu9V5EyJzUh5xDJ_


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All BFM spigots are supplied in a standard length of 89mm or 3.5 inches.  The have a 37mm ‘head’ which is where the ridges are that the connector snaps into.  They then have a 52mm (2”) tail that can easily be cut down or cut on an angle to suit your existing pipework – we recommend leaving a minimum of 15mm or ³/₆₄” on the tail to avoid any distortion of the shape of the spigot head when welding on.As mentioned previously, when welding spigots, it is important to weld the spigots onto your pipework with the correct installation gap (IG) for the position/application involved.  This is the number one most important factor in installing your BFM® fitting system and is where 90% of performance issues stem from.Spigots installed on an angle will impact the overall performance of the connector. Your pipework may need to be re-aligned to enable the spigots to be installed in-line with each other.�(offset installations are not recommended)



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve got all this basic measurement information, you can then use the BFM® installation Gap calculator to work out the best connector length for your situation and to calculate the correct installation gap – this is the space to leave between the BFM® spigots and it always needs to be slightly shorter than the connector length.This video shows an example of how you would use the IG calculator .This calculator can be used on all standard mobile and desktop devices and is accessed through our webpage: https://www.bfmfitting.com/calculator

https://youtu.be/V0ma6LcQANM?si=YjGiRvyM5WTrgFEf
https://youtu.be/V0ma6LcQANM?si=YjGiRvyM5WTrgFEf


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Avoid installing your BFM® spigots with an installation gap (IG) that is too big.If you have movement in your application and the installation gap is too large, there will not be enough slack to allow for the full movement and the connector can be pulled and stretched with the repeated motion which can damage the connector.

https://youtu.be/ZxwlGA60DnA?si=veCiGGaEKSwkPrm-
https://youtu.be/ZxwlGA60DnA?si=veCiGGaEKSwkPrm-


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In contrast, if you install your BFM® spigots too close together (and therefore the installation gap (IG) is too small) , the connector will ‘bunch up’  creating folds in the material.�The constant movement will eventually cause wear points which can cause premature wear on the connector material.

https://youtu.be/LiE2kVLMXOA?si=O4BO41Nat1dRCPIx
https://youtu.be/LiE2kVLMXOA?si=O4BO41Nat1dRCPIx


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We often see connectors installed with just one of the connector cuff ridges fitted into the spigot.The connectors pictured above still functioned perfectly and didn’t leak, but for more security of the seal both cuffs should be fully seated inside the spigot.  We recommend you make sure all operators are given a quick lesson on replacing connectors and ensuring the connector cuff is fully inside the spigot – only the transparent part of the connector should be visible.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adapting spigots for different installations and applications is easy and has been done by many of our customers – here’s just a few examples…Transitioning from square equipment outlets to round is very common, and if you have very limited space, it can be possible to cut the spigot down and then effectively install it recessed inside the top of the equipment itself.  They are also often adapted into lids for things like sifter overs when used with our blanking bins, or …



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As container lids, and of course our friends at Matcon were one of the first major OEMs to really embrace the BFM® and they commonly supply their IBC’s with BFM® spigots to make loading and unloading easy.�They are also often mounted side by side in a ‘twin’ format as shown on the right.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, there are particularly abrasive products, like sugar and cement, can be very aggressive when flowing, causing excessive wear and tear on your equipment, especially flexible connectors. The best way to avoid this problem is to physically redirect the flow of the product slightly to avoid direct contact with the connector walls as much as possible. Here are the three most common methods:Method 1 –Make the diameter of the BFM®spigot at the point of inlet larger than the pipe feeding the product in so that it falls through without making contact with the sides of the connector.  This method is particularly suited to low-velocity/gravity-fed product flows.Method 2 – Insert a flow correction ring that extends past the cuff of the connector to ensure minimal wall contact by the product. Suited to low-velocity/gravity-fed product flow.Important: you will need to ensure that the gapbetween the flow correction ring and the edge of the spigot cuff (dimension 'A' shown below) is big enough to allow for connector replacement.Method 3 -  Inserting a flow-correction ring on the inside of the inlet BFM®spigot that ends before the cuff will help direct the powder flow inwards and away from the wall of the connector.This is suitable for any diameter spigot and doesn’t impact on connector replacement.  Ideal for high-velocity flow.Setting up your plant to have the correct flow correction setup will ensure that your product keeps flowing without impacting the life of the connector.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of flow correction in action (using method 2 described previously).�You can see how a flow correction ring extending down past the spigot ensures the product - in this case hot (roasted) coffee beans - is kept away from the walls of the connector.

https://youtu.be/CDhZ74t-qNw?si=mDpgsTUMnIfazxU-
https://youtu.be/CDhZ74t-qNw?si=mDpgsTUMnIfazxU-




https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC828G-TAke_z0mc3ZnsWwAQ
https://www.facebook.com/BFMfitting/
https://www.twitter.com/BfmFitting
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3233918/
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